The centrosome plays an important role in regulating cell cycle progression during interphase and mitosis, but the underlying mechanisms of regulation are unclear. A recent study, which has identified a rare centriolar polypeptide, may provide part of the answer.
autoimuune antibodies from human patients suffering from scleroderma to screen a human cDNA library for centrosome components. The screen identified a novel ~270 kDa polypeptide, termed centriolin, which associates with centrioles [9] . Centriolin shows sequence similarity to several previously identified proteins, including two regions of homology with the centrosomal 'transforming acidic coiled-coil' proteins (TACCs), the centrosomal protein CEP110 [10] , and a region near the amino-terminus with homology to Cdc11p and Nud1p. These last two are components of the spindle pole body -the budding and fission yeast equivalent of the centrosome -which serve to anchor components of a GTPase signaling pathway referred to as the 'mitotic exit network' (MEN) or 'septation initiation network' (SIN) [11, 12] . The activities of the MEN/SIN pathways are crucial for proper exit from mitosis and the completion of cytokinesis, and also the cellular response to the misalignment of the mitotic spindle (reviewed in [13] ).
Immunolocalization studies showed that centriolin associates specifically with the older or mother centriole in the initial pair: when the centrosome duplicates, one contains centriolin (from the mother centriole), while the other centrosome, which contains the younger of the two initial centrioles, does not. Once the cell cycle proceeds from G2 into mitosis, the immature centrosome accumulates centriolin onto its older centriole, coincident with centriole maturation (see [14] ). Doxsey and colleagues [9] confirmed that centriolin is localized to the mother centriole by driving cells into G0, which induces the cells to assemble a primary cilium using the older of the centrioles as a template [15] : this centriole accumulated centriolin, the other did not.
What is particularly fascinating about centriolin is that, when its expression was knocked down using short interfering (si)RNAs, the treated cells were found to have defects in the completion of cytokinesis [9] . Centriolin-deficient cells proceeded through mitosis with normal timing and initiated a bipolar cleavage; in most cases, however, these cells could not complete cytokinesis. The two daughter cells remained connected by a thin cytoplasmic bridge or process. Sometimes the connected cells underwent a subsequent cell cycle and initiated cleavage again, yielding multiple cells connected by bridges (Figure 1 ). In these mitotic cells, centriolin was often localized to the midbody region. At later times, cells lacking centriolin exited mitosis and then arrested prior to the onset of S phase, suggesting that this protein is also involved in regulating interphase cell-cycle progression. So centriolin, at either the centriole or the mid-body, is required for terminal events of cytokinesis to occur, and it may play a role in driving the cell through the early stages of interphase.
How could centriolin be influencing the completion of cytokinesis? The answer may be found in its Is the mis-regulation of mitotic exit and cytokinesis -observed in acentrosomal mitosis -due exclusively to the loss of MEN/SIN components, such as centriolin, when the centrosome is removed? Probably not. It is important to remember that centrosomes also provide the normal three-dimensional architecture of the pole, via their ability to nucleate the astral microtubules. The astral microtubules perform several key functions in the spindle: they undergo 'search and capture' to attach kinetochores and align them at the spindle equator; they interact with the cortex to position the spindle within the cell; and they provide the polar forces that eject mono-oriented chromosomes away from the spindle pole [18, 19] . Because acentrosomal spindles are not thought to have extensive astral microtubule arrays, the loss of astral functions must be a contributing factor in the mitotic/cytokinetic defects observed in acentrosomal mitosis. Finally, it is not clear how the acentrosomal spindle architecture, which assembles 'inside-out' via microtubule bundles and motors moving from the chromosomes to the poles, is able to assemble a proper spindle mid-zone, crucial for the completion of cytokinesis (Figure 2 ; discussed in [20] ).
Our understanding of how the centrosome regulates mitosis is still in its early stages of development. Whether the centrosome functions in a structural role, a signaling role, or both remains to be elucidated. The continued identification of new centrosome components, such as centriolin, will be critical for furthering our understanding of this fascinating organelle and how it influences cell division. 
